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Haley Guiliano Recognized for Excellence in the 2023 Awards
Cycle

In the fast-paced and competitive world of intellectual property, Haley Guiliano stands out from the crowd as a high-

quality boutique firm, garnering numerous prestigious awards and accolades. With an unwavering commitment to

exceptional legal services and innovative solutions for its clients, Haley Guiliano continues to solidify its position as a

leading force in the field. HG's roster boasts exceptional legal minds, and their contributions have not gone

unnoticed, with eight attorneys individually recognized for their outstanding work in intellectual property law.

Firm Rankings The recently released IAM 1000 Firm Rankings and ManagingIP IP Stars lists for 2023 have

reaffirmed Haley Guiliano's exceptional capabilities in intellectual property law. These well-deserved recognitions

signify HG's high regard within the intellectual property legal community.

HG New York:  IAM and Managing IP recommended Haley Guiliano's New York office once again for patent
prosecution. This well-deserved recognition signifies HG's high regard within the intellectual property legal
community.

HG London Office: Bronze Award for Patent Prosecution by IAM:  Haley Guiliano's European office
has established itself as a powerhouse of top-flight patent professionals, offering exceptional expertise and
insights in intellectual property law, earning them a Bronze Award for Patent Prosecution.

HG International:  Haley Guiliano’s appearance on IAM’s International jurisdiction Recommended
list is a testament to how a boutique approach, characterized by cross-cutting collaboration by
top talent, can compete in a global market. With offices in the US and UK, and access to
qualified partners around the world, HG can handle global patent matters for global
companies.

Individual Awards

Joseph Guiliano: Joe Guiliano's recognition in the IAM Patent 1000 is no surprise. His expertise and
strategic approach have earned him a continued prominent position among the top IP attorneys in the
United States.

James F. Haley, Jr.: As a founding partner of the firm, Jim's visionary leadership has been
instrumental in driving Haley Guiliano's success. His clients in the biotechnology,
pharmaceutical, and chemical industries look to him for his vast experience and business-
minded focus, earning him spots on IAM's Patent 1000 and Managing IP Patent Stars for
prosecution. Jim was also recognized as a Thought Leader for Patents and Recommended for
Life Sciences Litigation in the 2024 edition of WWL: Thought Leaders USA, further cementing
his status as an influential figure in the intellectual property legal community. Jim was also
recognized by Best Lawyers in the categories of biotechnology and life sciences, intellectual
property litigation, and patent litigation.
Peter Hale: With over 30 years of experience in patent prosecution, Peter Hale has earned a
reputation as a reliable and seasoned expert in the field. As head of the London office, his
expertise contributes significantly to the firm’s global success has firmly planted him as a
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trusted advisor for clients in diverse industries, earning him a Notable Practitioner designation
by Managing IP and Recommendation for Patent Prosecution in the Patent 1000.
Roger Nash: Roger’s recognition in the IAM 1000 further exemplifies Haley Guiliano's
international expertise and success in handling complex intellectual property matters. Known
for his exceptional leadership skills, Roger’s ability to empower and guide his team ensures
that every member delivers top-notch service and commercially precise guidance to clients.
Brian Gummow: Brian was named to the IAM Patent 1000 and a Managing IP Patent Star for
Patent Prosecution, thanks to his pursuit of excellence, technical prowess, and creative
problem-solving. His biotechnology and pharmaceutical clients cited his record of success,
characterized by thoughtfulness and a strategic approach that allows him to navigate
interactions with patent examiners effectively. 
Karen Mangasarian: Karen's outstanding contributions to intellectual property law have earned
her yet another round of well-deserved spots on the IAM 1000 and Managing IP Patent Stars
lists. Her dedication to her clients and deep understanding of the intricacies of IP law set her
apart as a leader in the field. Described as "adroit" by the researchers at IAM, her expertise in
life sciences, patent prosecution, and managing large international portfolios ensures that her
clients in the biotechnology, pharmaceutical, and chemical industries receive top-tier
representation and guidance. Rounding our Karen’s awards are first time appearances on
Best Lawyers for patent litigation and patent law lists.
James Leiz: Appearing for the first time in Best Lawyers, James is recognized this year for
both patent litigation and patent law. His achievement shines a spotlight on his commitment to
the highest standards of legal service and expertise.
Gregory Lundell: With an unwavering commitment to achieving the best outcomes for his
clients, Greg leads HG's charge as the go-to firm for complex IP matters involving
transactions. His unique background, blending private practice expertise with in-house counsel
experience, brings him a granular understanding of his client's business needs. His ability to
align legal strategies with his clients' objectives positioned him as a trusted partner in
achieving their goals. It earned him a spot on the IAM 1000 for excellence in transactions. 

Haley Guiliano's outstanding achievements and accolades reflect the firm's dedication to excellence, innovation, and

client-centric approach in intellectual property law. With a team of exceptional legal minds, the firm continues to set

new standards, making it a trusted choice for clients seeking unparalleled expertise and strategic solutions for their

IP-related matters. As the legal landscape continues to evolve, HG remains at the forefront, empowering its clients to

protect and maximize the value of their intellectual property assets.
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